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Og E]bvactical Metkods of GonforgiixaR RepreseEitatioff.
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Yosir6 IKEDA･

It is well 1<nown that conformal representations ean be applied to

solveth'epotentialproblemintwodimensions. Onema.vthink,howexrer,
that a labourious caleulation is needed to obtain the conformal represen‑
tation in general, and consequently that the conformal representation is
not convenient for practical use to solve the petential problem. But in
fact this is not true, if the method of treating the･funetion of the con‑
formal representation is suitable. In this article it is shown how to obtain

the conformal representation.
If the stream and equi‑potential iines are given in a domain having
a simple boundary, the two families of lines can be transformed confor‑
malJy in the given domain by some function ofthe conformal representa‑
tion. Therefore one obtains first the eonformal representations defined

byelementaryfunctions. Thoughtherearemanyelementaryfunetions,
Qne needs to calculate only a few funetions, sinee they are connected with

eael) other in the eomplex domain. For example there are
log (z+ Vi+z2) =:i eos‑ji/'1+z2 , tairiz = eos‑i

z

Vl‑z2

The most important elementary functions are'the following

L

Z == logz

2.

z‑‑ ‑!
z

z == z+1

Olt

z

t

3. Z‑heos‑ix

where Z=:X+iY and z=x+iy,
"

These funetions can be ealculated as exaetly as needed, and the loei
of X == eonst. and Y== const. can be drawn as exactly as needed in the
'
domain of tl)e eomplex variab]e z .
'
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Besides these e]ement･ary functions, those defilted by the elliptic
integrals of the first and the second kind are often used

in the pract･ieal

applicationoftheeonformalrepresentation. ' '
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z

4.

or Z.=F(z,k;) or z=sn(Z,k),

k2z2
dz
z‑ S " 1‑1‑z2

or Z‑‑E(z,k).
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5.

dz

z=‑ oV(1‑z2)(1‑k222)

o

The loei of X= const. and Y= eonst. in the domain ofacomplexvari‑
able z are easily obtain'ed by m,eans of the elliptic integrais of the real
variable, Il'(x, le) and E(x, k), sinee the Ioei can be expressed by the simple

algebraie formula of tlie integrals F and E. On this problem the present
writer has published a paper in " Seienbific Papers of the Institute of
IPhysical and Chemical Research," No. 561.
By taking advantage of these conformal represent,atJions, the styeam '

"

and equi‑potentiaHines in a domain having various boundatries can be
obtained by the following method based on the character of the regular

analytic funetion. t

If Z=f(z) is a function of eonformal representation, that is'the

regular analytic funetion, then Z = of(z), a == o‑eie is also a function of
the eonformal ' representation, and r is the magnifieation and e is the angle

ofrotationofthefi.gureconformallyrepresented. '
Therefore if one has a figure represented conformally by means of a
funetion, the figure whieh is uniformly magnified or rotated can also be
a conformally represented figure.
If Zi == f(z) and Z2 ‑m cp(z) are the functions of a eonformal represen‑
tation, then the sum Z == Zi+Zli is also a funetjon of the conformal re‑
presentation.

Method I. Now put the･loei of Xt = const. and IPi = const. on the
loei of .2Y2 = eonst, and IYI] == eonst. Observe thepoint at wliieh Xl == ai,
Xh == a2 or IYh = bi, IPIi == b2 interseet with each other respeetively and

read the coordinates ofthe intersecting point by X ‑‑ ai+ a2, Y = b.+ b2.
If one connects the points of the same value of X or Y by smooth curves,
then the curves denote the loci of X == const. and Y == const. in z‑plane.'

It is easily proved that if Z =f(z) and Zi = q(Z) are the functions
of conformal representation, then Zi = W(z) is also the function of eon‑

formal representation. Therefore one obtains the foliowing method.
Method II. Ifa given figure A, whieh eonsists of the two familjes
fi

of curves intersecting at rjght angles with each ot,her in the first domain,

r
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is transformed conformally into figure B in the seeond domain, and
the one‑to‑one correspondence is perfectly established between the two
figures, then any other figure O in the first domain ean be transformed
eonforrnally into figure D in the seeond domain by the following method.
Put O on A so as to take the given relative position between a and A.
Observe the point, at whieh a eurve of O intersects the eurves of A. As
the two families of curves of A are looked upon as the eurves to indicate
the curvilinear eoordinates, one reads the curvilinear eoordinates of the
intersecting point. One marks on B the point, to whieh the coordinates,
thus read off, cotrespond, and eonnects these points by a smooth curve.

The curve thus obtained is the one transformed fron[i a into D. Thus
one transforms all the curves in the first domain conformally into figure
D in t,he secolld domajn.

If Z ==f(C) and z ‑‑ op(C) and iff and q are the functions of the
conformal representation, then z == I'(Z) is also the funetion of the con‑

formal represenlation. Therefore one obtains the following method.
Method III. One draws the loci x = const. and y = const. in a‑pla]'}e

by means of the funetion z :op(C) and the ]oei of X = const. and Y =
const. in 4‑plane by means of the function Z =f(C). One puts the loci
of x == eonst. and y = const. on the loci of X == const, and Y == const.
in the domain C and transforms the loci of x == eonst. and y = cons'b. on

Z‑plane by method l.I. Then one will obtain the conformal representa‑
tion:

z :== F(Z)

Consequentiy from the functions of conformal representation Zi =:fi(C),
Z2 == f2(C) and z :ev(C) the functions of conformal representation z =rFi(Zi)

and z = rl?i2(Zle) are obtained. From these funetions one caii have again
the funetion of conformal representation of the form.
z == F(Z, + Z,).
‑

Method IV. Now suppose that the loci of x == eonst, and y = const.
are given in the domain D of g‑plane, and the loci are t,ransformed eon‑

formally into domain A of Zi‑plane by Zi =fi(4) and in anotl}er domain
B of Zh‑plane by 4 ==f2(C), aeeording to method III. Add the values
'of Zi and Zle which correspond to the same value of z, and draw the loci

of pt =eonst. and y= const. in domain C of Z‑plane. Then the loci
are the eoRformal representation by means ofthe funetion z == ‑Ii"(Zi + Zli).

This method ean be applied in the case where the domain represented by
a known function is a little different from the one in wl}ich the potential

problemisinvestigated. ,
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By tal<ing advantage of the eonformal representatjoii of sueh func‑
tions (1) (2) (3) (4) and (5), one ean obtain the stream and equi‑potential

lines in the domain of various boundaries by transforming the figure
aecordingto methods I, II, III, or IV. In the fo]lowing artieles it is
proposed to show how to apply these methods to the conformal represen‑
tation for praetical purposes.
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